
1st Wamboin Scout Group
Cub Scout Section

PROGRAM
Discovery (Colour/Sound)

12th March 2003

19:00 Opening Inspection, Grand Howl, Flag Break
Duty Six duties reminder.
Duty Six: Red

19:10 Game
Active
Indoor/Outdoor

Jumping Stick Relay
Sixes (or teams) line up, with plenty of space between them. On
the signal, the first two members of each Six (team) take an end of
the stick each and, holding the stick a few inches above the ground,
run down their Six (or team) line. The rest of the Six (team) must
jump the stick as it reaches them.
When the stick reaches the end of the Six (team) line, the second
Six (team) member takes the stick back to the head of the line and
repeats the process with the third Six (team) member as his/her
partner. The game continues until the first Six (team) member has
run with the last Six (team) member and returned to the front of
the line.

19:20 Game
Instructional
(Revision)
Indoor/Outdoor

Knotting Relay
Sixer is in trouble! Sixes need to build a life-line, by tying pieces of
rope together to save him/her. Unfortunately, all our ropes are of
different thickness, so all knots must be…? Yes, sheet bends.
Six in relay formation at one end of the hall, sixer at other, ropes in
the middle. Each six member runs to centre, takes two ropes and
ties together using a sheet bend. When the life-line is long enough,
the Six member tying the last knot throws it (keeping one end in
their hand) to sixer. The Sixer must tie a bowline, place the rope
around his/her body, and be drawn back to the rescuer (no need to
be dragged—with the rope around him/her, can run back to Six).
First Six all together, at alert in a straight line is the winner.

19:30 Activity Boomerang Test 10 – Discovery
Bronze Colour Mixing
Silver Colour Wheel
Gold Rubber Band Harp

20:15 Game
Sense Training
Indoor

Good Morning Mum/Dad!
One blindfolded cub in the centre of a large circle formed by other
Cubs. Blindfolded Cub is turned around three times, and must then
point to someone in the circle who must say in their normal voice
"Good morning Mum!" or "Good morning Dad!" (as appropriate).
Blindfolded Cub must identify the person chosen.



20:25 Closing Award Presentations:
Gabrielle (Sixer Stripe)
Jack (Blue First Aid, Blue Cyclist)
Connor (Red Codes & Signals)

Grand Howl, Flag-down
Announcements: Cuboree Notice
Reminders: Subscriptions due next week
Prayer (Stevie)
Duty Six for 19/3: Tawny


